
Cloud  
without 
compromise
Local. Secure. 
Connected. 

Creating business value,
together.

Cloud arrived on a wave of hype. 
And in many ways, it’s been a 
game-changer for businesses  
of all shapes and sizes – delivering  
new cost efficiencies and more 
innovative ways of working. But 
with the benefits came the 

complexities of planning, designing, 
sizing, implementing and managing 
added infrastructure.

It can be hard to escape the sense 
that cloud hasn’t quite come of age. 
Until now. StarHub is leading the 

second wave, when cloud becomes  
a true enabler. StarHub cloud helps 
businesses design, build and 
manage a virtualised environment 
that meets their needs now and  
as they grow.

Create, deploy and scale a 
secure, reliable, high-
performance cloud that 
meets your unique needs.

Dedicated  
Private Cloud

Integrate your on-premise  
and public cloud 
environment with our  
cloud network.

Hybrid 
Cloud

Get compute, storage, 
security and networking 
services with 24x7 support 
on an Enterprise SLA.

Virtual  
Private Cloud

The cloud your business demands is finally here.



Realising cloud’s full potential.
Learn how StarHub Cloud enables smarter ways of working.
Whether you choose a private or hybrid cloud solution for your business and no matter how  
we tailor it to your specific needs, StarHub Cloud is always built around three key pillars:

Robust platform
Our agile, state-of-the-art 
cloud environment means 
you’ll be ready for anything, 
scale up or down with ease.

Smarter network
We provide enterprise-grade, 
next-generation connectivity 
between every customer 
promise and our Singapore-
based data centre.

Cost simplicity
Our transparent solution 
pricing is designed to ensure 
you never have to worry about 
shock bills, hidden costs or 
fluctuating currencies.

 Discover how we do cloud.
When it comes to our next-generation cloud platform, everything we do for customers like you 
is underpinned by this simple motto: Local. Secure. Connected.

Local. 
Because we offer a truly 
Singapore-based cloud –  
so data never leaves  
Singapore. This locally  
grown partnership delivers 
native support and pricing.

Secure. 
Because our cloud platform 
was built to not only  
withstand cyberattacks  
but proactively identify and 
manage threats before they 
become problems.

Connected.
Because we bring your world 
together on a seamless, 
flexible and secure network 
that enables smarter ways of 
working and drive real growth.



Network
Get the connectivity edge 

with our Intelligent
Network service

Data centre
Stay in real-time control 

of your integrated 
cloud ecosystem

Cloud
Control a virtual 

network defined by 
your unique needs

Managed 
services

Dedicated end-to-end 
support team you

can count on

Customer data
Enjoy next-generation 
protection for all your 

customer data

Security
Stop evolving cyber 
threats before you

even see them

See what makes our cloud ecosystem unique.



Value-added service makes your powerful  
cloud solution even stronger.
Dedicated, secure and cost-effective, Cloud Connect is a value-added service that uses MPLS technology  
to connect all your business sites on a single Virtual Private Network (VPN). This gives you:

• Direct connectivity from your private network to major cloud providers
• Seamless access to cloud-hosted applications and data from multiple offices

Rise above standard-issue solutions.
Learn more about what lifts our cloud ecosystem above the rest.

Data Centre 
Stay in real-time control of your 
integrated cloud ecosystem.

The heart of our cloud 
environment offers dual 
redundancy for high availability. 
And we’re the only provider that 
gives you superior manageability 
and real-time control of your  
data centre and network.

Security
Stop threats before  
you even see them.

Our proactive defense system 
automatically redirects  
traffic with little to no 
participation on your part.  
And our real-time reporting  
gives you live performance 
updates, keeping you up  
to speed with every threat.

Network Connection 
Get the connectivity  
edge with our Intelligent 
Network service.

From scalable intranet and 
internet to a Virtual Private 
Network (VPN) service, SW-E 
provides seamless connectivity 
between LAN, WAN and a single  
IP for your offices, business  
sites and data centre.

starhub.com/cloud enterprise@starhub.com1800 888 8888
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